
300 NOTICES OF BOOKS

I Chou and the Western Tombs, some 60 miles south-west
of Peking, satisfy the curiosity excited since the figure was
acquired by the Museum in 1913.

CHINESE POTTERY STATUE OF A LOHAN. By E. L. HOBSON.

10 | X 8J. 7 pp., 1 plate (coloured). London: British
Museum, 1920.

The Trustees of the British Museum offer a cheap shillings-
worth in this pamphlet, which contains not only a valuable
essay by a leading authority about the figure referred to in
the foregoing note, but also a finely produced picture of it
in colour.

GEMS OF CHINESE VERSE. Translated into English verse.
By W. J. B. FLETCHER. 8|- X 6. 242 pp. Shanghai:

Commercial Press, 1919.

MORE GEMS OF CHINESE POETRY. Translated into English
verse. By W. J. B. FLETCHER. 8 | X 6. 208 pp.
Shanghai: Commercial Press, 1919.

These two books claim our gratitude ; for they represent the
honest attempt of an enthusiast to translate some 275 poems
by famous Chinese poets. Moreover, they offer the unwonted
advantage of the Chinese text printed alongside each English
version.

DICTONS ET PROVERBES DES CHINOIS HABITANT LA MONGOLIE •

SUD-OUEST. Par le R. P. JOSEPH VAN OOST, Missionnaire
de Scheut aux Ortos. Varietes Sinologiques No. 50.
10 X 6| . 358 pp. Shanghai: Imp. de l'Orphelinat de
T'ou-se-we, 1918.

A collection of 1,000 current sayings which will be welcomed
by folklorists as well as by students of the language. Its
usefulness, however, is not enhanced by the attitude which
results in all allusions to native religious beliefs being lumped
together in the subject index under the heading " Superstition
& culte ". If one wishes, for instance, to look up proverbs
relating to Lao Tzu, it is necessary to wade through no less
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than fifty-five references ; while things like boisson, chien, rat,
etc., have headings of their own.

MELANGES SUR LA CHRONOLOGIE CHINOISE. I. Notes
concernant la chronologie chinoise. Par les PP. HAVRET

et CHAMBEAU, S.J. II. Prolegomenes a la concordance
neomenique. Par le P. HOANG. Varietes Sinologiques
No. 52. 10 x 6 | . x + 320 pp. Shanghai: Imp. de la
Miss. Cath., 1920.

Translators of Chinese have long wanted reference tables
to supplement the indispensable volumes of the same series,
Nos. 24 and 29. This scholarly work makes it possible to
find exact European equivalents to Chinese dates. Surely
it is due to an oversight that there is omitted from its
bibliography that useful book published in English by Father
Huang in 1904, A Notice of the Chinese Calendar and a Con-
cordance with the European Calendar (from A.D. 1644 to 2020).

SER MARCO POLO. Notes and addenda to Sir Henry Yule's
edition, containing the results of recent research and
discovery. By HENRI CORDIER. 9 X 6 . x + 161 pp.,
1 plate. London : John Murray, 1920.

With his usual scholarly thoroughness Professor Cordier
has collected a vast amount of fresh material in this volume,
which is uniform with and serves as a supplementary com-
mentary to his famous third edition of Yule's Marco Polo.
THE TRADE AND ADMINISTRATION OF CHINA. By H. B. MORSE.

Third Revised Edition. 8 | x 5-|-. xv + 505 pp. Map
and 14 illustrations. London : Longmans, 1921.
Shanghai: Kelly & Walsh, 1921.

A new edition of this invaluable handbook is specially
welcome in view of the many changes that China has under-
gone during the last few years. Trade statistics and the
taxation system are among the more important subjects that
have been brought up to date. The chapter on the Govern-
ment of the Republic is to a great extent new matter, and
that on opium has been much extended.
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